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The Chinese real estate market is described as the most important sector of the world
economy and is valued at $55 trillion. This is twice the size of the U.S. real estate market. If
construction and other real estate related goods are also taken into account, the Chinese
real estate sector generates 29% of China's GDP. The economic output of real estate
sectors in developed nations is 10-20% of GDP and is significantly lower than its Chinese
counterpart. 1 China's GDP has grown 5% per year over the past 3 years. Should the real
estate market experience a fall, which is assumed, this growth can fall into negative
territory very quickly.
As early as 10 years ago, the issue of ghost cities emerged in China. Entire, unused cities
were built with financing from mainly uninformed retail investors, via wealth management
products. Wealth management products and mutual funds have bought 70% of the total
corporate bonds of Chinese companies. 2 Observing the investments of citizens, they hold
1⁄4 in real estate. 3 Thus, a slowdown in the real estate sector would also curb the
consumption of Chinese citizens as well as other areas.
The researched data of Evergrande bonds within the 10 funds with largest exposure show
the effect of Evergrande's bankruptcy on the funds. This is to show a reflection of the total
debt of Evergrande but also the entire Chinese real estate sector.

Name

Participation

Issued pcs.
in %

FIDELITY - ASIAN HIGH YIELD

215.056.305

0,91

30.06.2021

-

30.09.2021

UBS - Asian High Yield USD

171.924.000

0,73

30.09.2021

53.050.000

30.09.2021

Ashmore SICAV - Emerging Markets TR

166.656.000

0,70

30.09.2021

28.208.000

30.09.2021

Ashmore SICAV - Emerging Markets LC

140.016.000

0,50

30.09.2021

47.841.000

30.09.2021

iShares USD Asia High Yield Bond ETF

134.439.000

0,50

08.11.2021

2.300.000

08.11.2021

PIMCO Asia High Yield Bond Fund

111.300.000

0,47

30.06.2021

17.400.000

30.06.2021

BlackRock - Asian Tiger Bond

88.589.000

0,37

31.05.2021

38.535.000

31.05.2021

Fidelity - Global Multi Asset Income

76.007.640

0,32

31.08.2021

-

30.09.2021

Eastspring Investments - Asian Bond

58.950.000

0,25

30.09.2021

48.450.000

30.09.2021

AB FCP I - Global High Yield Portfolio

28.460.000

0,12

30.09.2021

-

30.09.2021

1.191.397.945

Data
delivery

Fantasia
Participation

Data delivery
Fantasia

235.784.000

Participation on Evergrande and Fantasia Bonds

Ten funds with the largest exposure to Evergrande bonds were considered. According to
the information available, the Asian High Yield funds from Fidelity and UBS are the ones
with the highest Evergrande exposure.
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The top ten funds hold $1.2 billion in Evergrande bonds. If one looks for other real estate
companies such as Fantasia in the funds, a further $236 million exposure can be
discovered, which underlines the high real estate exposure of the respective funds. The
funds under review have also overweighted the real estate sector and hold up to 45% in
real estate bonds.
The Evergrande exposure has led to losses of up to 21% in all funds this year. In the ten
offshore funds reviewed with the largest Evergrande exposure, the losses alone amount to
$7 billion. The current prices of Evergrande bonds are a quarter per dollar and, based on
Fitch redemption rates, will fall to 5% per dollar upon insolvency. Therefore, a further
correction of 6% or $2 billion is expected. If Evergrande defaults, the funds mentioned
would lose $9 billion in total. This does not take into account real estate companies that are
still well valued and could also be on the verge of insolvency. Herewith 1.43 billion dollars
of losses of the mentioned offshore funds are presented, whereby the 298.57 billion dollars
of debts of Evergrande alone, which a private investor or an institution still has to lose, are
not yet indicated.
Name

Losses
In % 2021

Participation
Evergrande Bonds

AuM
in Bio. $

Losses
in Bio. $

FIDELITY FUNDS - ASIAN HIGH YIELD FUND

-17,27%

215.056.305

3,90

-0.79

UBS Lux Bond SICAV - Asian High Yield

-20,83%

171.924.000

2,97

-0.75

Ashmore SICAV - Emerging Markets TR

-11,24%

166.656.000

21,35

-2.67

Ashmore SICAV - Emerging Markets LC

-11,18%

140.016.000

3,33

-0.41

IShares USD Asia High Yield Bond Index

-15,50%

134.439.000

1,74

-0.31

PIMCO Asia High Yield Bond Fund

-12,83%

111.300.000

1,73

-0.25

BlackRock Global Funds- Asian Tiger Bond

-8,27%

88.589.000

5,25

-0.47

Fidelity Funds - Global Multi Asset Income

-3,93%

76.007.640

9,30

-0.38

Eastspring Investments - Asian Bond

-8,25%

58.950.000

3,60

-0.32

AB FCP I - Global High Yield Portfolio

-2,36%

28.460.000

27,05

-0.65

1.191.397.945
Losses of funds with largest Evergrande bond exposure

-7.01
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Looking at the average ratings in the funds concerned, the Fidelity Asian High Yield Fund
with a weight of 34.2%4 is invested in real estate with an average rating of BB. This fund
has lost 17.3% in value this year. The UBS Asian High Yield Fund, with an average rating of
BB-, holds 45.7%5 in real estate bonds. This fund has lost 20.8% of its value this year.

Growth of a 10'000 Dollar investment

The funds were overweight in real estate bonds and hold some of the lowest-rated Chinese
corporate bonds. This is based on international ratings. According to the 2019 Fitch China
Research Initiative Publication, international rating agencies are much more cautious in
their assessment of Chinese companies compared to Chinese rating agencies. There are
11 issuers rated AAA by Chinese rating agencies, although according to international rating
agencies they have a BB rating. In the said report, all the listed companies were rated from
AAA to AA by the domestic Chinese rating agencies. The international rating agencies gave
the same companies ratings from A+ up to CCC+.
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Please find more information on the results of the study at www.dmsa-agentur.de
DMSA Deutsche Markt Screening Agentur GmbH, is an independent data service that
collects and evaluates market-relevant information on companies, products and services.
DMSA sees itself as an advocate for consumers, private customers and intelligent
investors. The claim: to always look at companies and providers, products and services
through the eyes of the customers. The customers are the focus of DMSA's work. For
them, important and decision-relevant information is bundled and presented as market
screenings. The aim is to create more transparency for consumers when selecting
products, investments and services.
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